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Eucranium, let the 
science begin!!
St. Joseph’s Boys’ High 
School not only tops the l ist 
of best schools in Bangalore 
but is also ranked one of 
the most prestigious and 
historical schools in India 
completing 162 years of 
success and excellence. 
Alumni l ike Rahul Dravid, 
Sabeer Bhatia (founder of 
hotmail.com) and Thomas 
Kurian (CEO of Google Cloud) 
have truly l ived our school 
motto ‘Faith and Toil ’ .

Our biggest edition of our 
intra-school science fest, 
Eucranium, hopes to bring 
together passionate young 
minds and offer them an 
opportunity to showcase 
their ideas, talents and 
extensive knowledge on 
various subjects ranging 
from innovation and crisis 
management to the very 
core ideals that make up the 
vast scope of science. Our 
main aim is to not only spark 
an interest in the various 
cross- disciplinary aspects 
of science but also provide a 
much-needed respite during 
these diff icult t imes. 

"Everything is 
theoretically 
impossible 
until it is done."

-  R O B E R T  A  H E I N L E I N
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Eucranium, our Intra School 
Science Fest has always been a 
favourite.  
And this year, we are back! 
 
Presenting to you the Fourth 
edition of the intra school sci-
ence fest - eucranium 2021. 
This year being conducted on-
line, we have 8 events to satisfy 
the variety of interests of differ-
ent 
participants.  
 
Be ready to face Tricky 
Puzzles, Hard Questions, Mys-
terious clues, Mind Boggling 
Mysteries and a lot more! 
 
Eucranium is sure to take you 
on a journey of a life time.
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•  Par ticipants are encouraged to use laptops/desktops for 
al l  meetings.

• Par ticipants are required to keep their cameras switched 
on throughout the meeting. 

•  Please make sure that the background is appropriate.         
Blurring of background is not al lowed

• The par ticipants must mute their mics and speak 
only when al lowed. Foul or unparl iamentary language 
wil l  not be tolerated. Failure in this regard can lead to 
disqualif ication. 

•  The necessary platforms for accessing the events wil l  be 
communicated to the par ticipants by the organizers,  after 
registration. 

•  Al l  the sessions wil l  be recorded in order to avoid 
cheating or any other sor t of malpractice. 

•  The dress code for al l  par ticipants is formal clothing.

• Par ticipants wil l  not be given permission to record any 
sessions and the chat options between par ticipants wil l  be 
disabled in order to prevent malpractice. 

•  Al l  information wil l  be given to the par ticipants during the 
meetings or be sent via WhatsApp/Discord by the event 
heads. 

•  Par ticipants are requested to be well  prepared with the 
required material.  Any delay on their behalf wil l  not be 
al lowed to impact the staging of the event and event heads 
can proceed as they see fit . 
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•  The par ticipants are expected to join their  respective 
meetings 10 minutes before the event star ts.  The events 
wil l  star t str ictly on t ime and par ticipants entering late wil l 
have to explain the reasons for the delay to the event heads. 
Repeated late entry wil l  result  in points being deducted and 
may lead to disqualif ication after a warning.

• There wil l  be a regular feedback session to ensure smooth 
functioning of the events. 

•  Any problem faced by the par ticipants can be addressed 
to the event heads or the members of the organizing 
committee via WhatsApp/Discord.

• Enquiries,  complaints,  or any other issue should be 
communicated in writ ing via a message only.  No calls wil l 
be enter tained in this regard. We wil l  make sure that the 
issue is addressed at the earl iest. 

•  The event t imings mentioned in the schedule are an 
estimate and are subject to change.

• If  the par ticipants do not adhere to any of the above rules, 
they would either be removed from the meeting or points 
deducted as deemed fit  by the organizers. 

•  Al l  decisions of the event heads/organizers wil l  be f inal 
and binding on al l  par ticipants. 

•  We expect cordial  behaviour and an orderly conduct from 
all  the par ticipants to ensure an enjoyable experience for 
everyone.



VIESCO
 Virtual Escape Room

“It’s all a mystery”

Introducing VIESCO - A Virtual Escape Room Experience

“Time to get a little investigative,
To look at things from a different perspective,
Do you think u can trust any of them?
Get ready for some mayhem!”

Use your wits!
Team up with your friends!
Find the clues!
Solve the mystery!
And Escape the room!

GUIDELINES
1. This will be a team event with 3 members per team
2. Participants are required to keep a smartphone handy
3. Discord may be used for this event
4. This event has 3 rounds
5. Further instructions of the event will be communicated to 

the participants as they register
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XHEMIA
 Chemistry Event

All that glitters may not be gold, but at least it contains 
free electrons. 
Chemistry with a twist. 

Presenting Xhemia,

Its not easy to crack this 
And Reach Ultimate Bliss. 
Filled with surprise elements and interesting rounds. 
You cannot miss this!
               
Enter the world of Chemistry with Xhemia!

GUIDELINES
1. This will be a team event with 2 members per team
2. Participants are required to keep a smartphone handy
3. Discord may be used for this event
4. This event has 4 rounds
5. Further instructions of the event will be communicated to 

the participants as they register
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EXIGENCY
Crisis Management

Nature is a beautiful balance of chaos and order. Yet man 
has his own sense of order and arrogance to defy nature. 
So here is what happens when you introduce a little chaos 
into the world.
 
Welcome to EXIGENCY, the real UTOPIA where only the 
fittest survive. 

Featuring Crisis Management with a twist & the first ever 
Eucranium event with a storyline. 
Solve crises in a virtual world, build/destroy relationships 
and so much more....
Will you be able to handle this?

GUIDELINES
1. This will be a solo event
2. Discord may be used for this event
3. This event has 3 rounds
4. Further instructions of the event will be communicated to 

the participants as they register
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SCIENSTEIN
Mr Eucranium

“Only two things are infinite, the universe and human 
stupidity, and I’m not sure about the former.”

Presenting to you our Mr Eucranium 2021...
Imagine how fascinating it would be to have your name 
above. 

Do you have the spirit to learn, compete and secure the 
title of ‘Mr Eucranium’? Scienstein- a fusion of wit, creativity, 
logical thinking and problem solving. 

Our hunt for the next science icon begins, join us and 
compete with the best to earn the honorable title.

GUIDELINES
1. This will be a solo event
2. Zoom maybe used for this event
3. This event has 3 rounds
4. The winner of this event will be titled Mr Eucranium
5. Further instructions of the event will be communicated to 

the participants as they register
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ELOQUENCIA
Debate

Eloquencia – “Arguably” the best

Come unleash your theories at the Scientific debate event.
Conquer the flame of ignorance with your theories, battle 
it out at the intense debate event – “Eloquencia”. This event 
is sure to get your adrenaline pumping, it is very fun-filled 
and interesting. Argue your way to victory and show your 
flamboyant debating skills.

It demands intelligence, improvisation and understanding.
Come battle it out with your friends without any limitations 
(Terms & Conditions apply)

And pave your way to glory!

GUIDELINES
1. This will be a solo event.
2. Zoom may be used for this event
3. This event has 3 rounds
4. Further instructions of the event will be communicated to 

the participants as they register
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RENDER
 Product Launch

“It’s all a mystery”

Showcase your talent. 

All you need is Imagination.

Bring your thoughts into reality
And Debut your Product!

Render is the right place for you and your team to Launch 
your very own marvel and make a difference.

So what are you waiting for!!

GUIDELINES
1. This will be a team event with 3 members per team
2. Zoom may be used for this event.
3. This event has 3 rounds
4. Further instructions of the event will be communicated to 

the participants as they register
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ILLUSTRADES
 Charades & Pictionary 

Photography is an immediate reaction, but drawing is a 
meditation. 

In Illustrades, one must look for or suspects that there is 
more than is casually seen.

Art isn’t just drawing, isn’t it?

Perhaps Charades, Acting, Singing and Music, all have a 
role in our life.

Illustrades is the place where everyone is a winner.

GUIDELINES
1. This will be a team event with 2 members per team
2. Zoom will be used for this event.
3. This event has 3 rounds
4. Further instructions of the event will be communicated to 

the participants as they register
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MATRIX
 Math Examination

Do You love solving tricky math problems? 
Presenting Matrix, An exciting and fun filled math contest 
that would test the capabilities of your math skills. 
  
Try to solve some tricky math problems together with your 
teammates and be crowned the “Kings of Matrix.” 
  
You would lose all fear of math after experiencing this 
event. 
  
It will be a fun filled competitive and a learning event and 
we are excited for your participation

GUIDELINES
1. This will be a team event with 3 members per team
2. Portions for the exam will be uploaded soon
3. Zoom may be used for this event
4. This event has 3 sections of an examination.
5. Further instructions of the event will be communicated to 

the participants as they register
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Feel free to contact us regarding any issue. 
Don’t hesitate to get in touch!

STUDENT CONTACT

Siddharth Kothari +91 63643 77772

Siddharth Murali +91 63607 49325

Karan Jain +91 63623 94058

Jeet Monani +91 87928 46551

Vaibhav M +91 95353 15757

Ashlin Antony +91 6362 187 586

Prajwal P Rao +91 91485 30305

Merull Shah +91 95137 01555

@eucranium eucranium@gmail.com
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